Superimposition of Cone-Beam Computed Tomography Images by Joint Embedding.
The superimposition of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images is an essential step to evaluate shape variations of pre and postorthodontic operations due to pose variations and the bony growth. The aim of this paper is to present and discuss the latest accomplishments in voxel-based craniofacial CBCT superimpositions along with structure discriminations. We propose a CBCT superimposition method based on joint embedding of subsets extracted from CBCT images. The subset is defined at local extremes of the first-order difference of Gaussian-smoothed volume images to reduce the data involved in the computation. A rotation-invariant integral operator is proposed as the context-aware textural descriptor of subsets. We cope with subset correspondences by joint embedding with matching identifications in manifolds, which take into account the structure of subsets as a whole to avoid mapping ambiguities. Once given subset correspondences, the rigid transformations, as well as the superimposition of volume images, are obtained. Our system allows users to specify the structure-of-interest based on a semisupervised label propagation technique. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on ten pairs of pre and postoperative CBCT images of adult patients and ten pairs of growing patients, respectively. The experiments demonstrate that the craniofacial CBCT superimposition can be performed effectively, and outperform state of the arts. The integration of sparse subsets with context-aware spherical intensity integral descriptors and correspondence establishment by joint embedding enables the reliable and efficient CBCT superimposition. The potential of CBCT superimposition techniques discussed in this paper is highlighted and related challenges are addressed.